Abstract—Bioprocessing can help redeem the economic value for avocado (Persea americana) in Uganda. This study reviews the virgin potential of avocado bioprocessing in Uganda. Avocado consists of flesh, seed, and peel. The review indicates that the waste seed and peel are vital for development of high-value products. Both the edible part and waste (peel and seed) can be used for biogas production through a solid-state fermentation process. Biodiesel can be developed using avocado seed oil through a process called transesterification. Avocado oil is a better alternative for biodiesel production compared to waste cooking oil as it requires no further conversions processes for transforming fatty acids to esters. The starch-rich avocado seed is a suitable substrate for bioethanol, pigment and starch production. The high starch content places the avocado fruit as a potential (i) raw material for the production of bioplastics (ii) substrate for bacterial culture media production as opposed to potatoes, cereals, and cassava that double as a staple food. Avocado seeds can also be used for the production of antioxidants relevant for preventing enzymatic browning, thereby increasing product shelf life. Despite the quick wins, there is a need for increased research, financing, personnel training and development of appropriate policies to spur the benefits and untapped potential of avocado bioprocessing in Uganda. The circular economy of avocado waste alone into high-value products could increase gains in the environment and stimulate industrial development especially the cosmetic, food and pharmaceutical industries in Uganda.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Avocado (Persea americana) is a berryle fruit containing a single seed originating from Mexico and Central America [1-3]. Avocado grows under different climatic conditions and management practices [4], which favours its production worldwide. In 2017, the world avocado production was about 5.92 million MT [5]. North and Central America contributes the greatest share of the produce with about 70.3%, followed by Africa and Asia at 15.2% and 10.9% respectively [6]. In East Africa (EA), Avocado production has greatly increased from 245,063 to 384,759 Tons between 2005 and 2017 [7]. Fig. 1 shows that the amount of avocado production in EA correlates positively with the area harvested.

Avocado locally known as Ovakedo is found in almost all parts of Uganda [8]. This is attributed to its ability to thrive in varying altitude and climatic conditions. The crop does well in altitudes ranging from 1,400 to 1,600 m above sea level [8]. According to [9], most avocado production in Uganda is done in the districts of Mpigi, Masaka, Kampala, Mukono, Iganga, Tororo and Mubende. According to [8], Jumbo and Hass are the most grown avocado varieties in Uganda. Avocado is rich in both nutritional and medicinal components [10, 11]. Without considering banana, the avocado nutritional value is assumed to be four times that of other fruits [12]. This partially explains the increasing production and consumption rates.
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Fig. 1. Total avocado production and area harvested for East Africa region from 2005 to 2017 [7]

The avocado seed consists of three parts that is flesh, seed, and peel (Fig. 2). In Uganda, avocado flesh is the most used of the entire fruit. It is consumed as a food salad. The seed and peel are either utilized as animal feed or discarded to the garden where it ferments to add manure to the soil. Notwithstanding the numerous documented health and nutrition benefits, avocado value addition and bioprocessing in Uganda is still poor [13]. Through bioprocessing, several high-value avocado products can be developed. Bioprocessing involves the use of living cells or their constituent components to develop not only desired but high-value products [14, 15]. High-value avocado products have the potential to reach consumers across the age divide. This paper seeks to provide a review of the potential for avocado fruit bioprocessing in Uganda, together with the opportunities and limiting factors for the development of the industry.
II. THE POTENTIAL OF AVOCADO FRUIT BIOPROCESSING IN UGANDA

A. Avocado for production of bioenergy

Energy is a major driver for most human activities [17]. It is derived from both renewable and non-renewable sources. Whereas non-renewable energy sources may be more energy-dense, they contribute to environmental pollution [18]. The use of renewable sources such as bio-waste becomes handy [19, 20]. Avocado has great potential for bio-energy production. Avocado can be used for the production of biogas [19], bioethanol [21] and biodiesel [22].

1) Biogas generation

Access to electricity in Uganda stands at about 20.4% nationwide and 10% in the rural areas for all energy forms [23]. Biogas generation can improve the energy coverage in Uganda for most homes especially for cooking and lighting in areas without the electric grid. Replacing firewood with biogas for cooking consequently reduces pressure on the forest cover. The forest cover in Uganda has been greatly invaded for both firewood and charcoal making, energies that contribute close to 95% of the total primary domestic energy consumption [24]. Biogas use also saves women and children that are often charged with the cooking role from the dangers of continuous exposure to smoke [25]. The use of biogas for lighting helps improve the living conditions as it reduces human exposure to carcinogenic fumes that result from combustion of paraffin candles [26].

Biogas is generated by solid-state fermentation of both the edible part and the waste parts such as seed and the skin. In addition to energy, the anaerobic digestion of avocado generates organic residue used as organic fertilizer [17, 27]. Whereas avocado is used as food, the use of avocado waste for energy production reduces the impact of avocado bioprocessing on food security [28]. The avocado seed represents about 16% of the total fruit [6, 29-34]. However, it is one of the under-utilized parts of the fruit [10]. Assessment of the energy potential of the avocado seed by [6] shows that avocado stone has a higher High Heating Value (HHV) making it a viable source of energy. Reference [20] report that avocado seed reached its ultimate biogas potential earlier than banana and potato peels. Avocado peels can work as substrates for biogas production. The use of by-products will also reduce their negative effect on the environment in Uganda [2, 35, 36].

2) Biodiesel generation

Biodiesel can be produced using avocado oil through a process called transesterification [22]. Biodiesel has been found to have a better advantage over petroleum diesel because of its low carbon monoxide emission [22]. Also, carbon dioxide generated through the combustion of biodiesel is recycled through photosynthesis thus reducing the greenhouse effect [22, 37]. Biodiesel reduces particulate matter emissions by over 75% [38]. Biodiesel is mainly produced using waste cooking oil. However, waste cooking oil has different properties that affect biodiesel quality [39]. Therefore, the use of non-edible vegetable and animal fats and oils has become popular. The avocado seed oil contains free fatty acid less than 2% thus requiring no further conversion processes for transforming fatty acids to esters [37].

3) Bioethanol generation

Bioethanol is ethanol derived from biological sources, especially simple sugar and cellulose. Using a catalyst and an enzyme, polysaccharides are hydrolyzed into glucose by heating. The glucose is then fermented to produce ethanol [40]. The use of bioethanol is on the rise mainly because of environmental concerns related to fossil fuels and the depleting fossil reserves [41]. The avocado seed is rich in starch with about 30% (wet basis) of its total composition [29]. This makes hydrolysis and consequently fermentation possible with avocado seeds. Bioethanol is an important ingredient for the development of household and personal products such as cosmetic and beauty products, hair sprays, and lotions [42, 43]. Much as the use of ethanol from liquor industries in cosmetics is controversial to the Islamic community, the use of bioethanol derived through natural fermentation promotes market acceptance among the Islamic community [43, 44]. Bioethanol also contributes to the fuel industry. Bioethanol is used in transport as an octane increaser since it has a higher octane number of 108 than gasoline at 88 [45]. Also to note, as the entire world is grabbing with the deadly corona virus (SARS-CoV-2), alcohol-based sanitizers have been widely promoted in Uganda as strategy for controlling the spread of the COVID19 disease. Bioethanol from avocado can contribute to the development of these sanitizers thus improving the market value for avocado. The World Health Organization listed ethanol at 80% (v/v) as an essential medicine [46]. Avocado-based bioethanol can be further used for production of methylated spirits. Methylated spirit is about 90% by volume alcohol [47]. Methylated spirit also called denatured ethanol can be used as a preserving solvent in the production of cosmetic products, perfumes and vanishes. Methylated spirit is used to clean and disinfect wounds to prevent bacterial growth. There is a wide market for methylated spirit in Uganda ranging from community health units, institutional health centers, hospitals, as well as hair salons.

B. Avocado for production of pigments

Pigments have been instrumental in Uganda especially in the making of mats, ropes, home-based craft material as well as industrial leather production [48]. Both natural and synthetic dyes have been used. However, natural dyes are gaining an advantage over synthetic dyes since they are less-toxic, non-carcinogenic and biodegradable [48-50]. There is
a growing need for eco-friendly, and less toxic coloring solutions [49]. Currently, consumers are willing to pay a relatively higher price for eco-friendly products as a way of protecting nature [51]. This makes the use of avocado for pigment production more viable. Many studies have emphasized avocado seed as a raw material for pigment production [34]. The greatest percentage of pigments are extracted together with the oil. Nonetheless, many other pigments remain un-utilized as they exist in the flesh and skin of avocado [52].

C. Avocado for production of starch

Starch in Uganda is mainly imported. Starch is used in both the food as it provides desirable texture and consistency to food [29, 34, 53] and the pharmaceutical industry as an excipient [54], a tablet and capsule binder, diluent, and as a disintegrant [53]. For years, corn, potato, cassava, and rice grains have been used for starch production. However, the high demand for starch for different industrial applications poses a food security issue. Reference [55] note the need to investigate alternative sources of starch. The avocado seed has been found to contain about 30% (wet basis) [29] and 75% (dry basis) starch content [33, 34, 56] depending on the cultivar. Avocado seed, therefore, has the potential for starch production [32, 33]. Starch from avocado can contribute to the manufacture of paper, adhesives and biodegradable packaging material for different food items [29] as well as the textile industry [55]. Some of the biodegradable packaging items that can be developed include disposable cups and plates. These bio-based packaging materials may offer a possible alternative to traditional synthetic packaging materials, thereby reducing the environmental impacts relating to packaging material usage [57].

D. Avocado for production of anti-oxidants

The fruit processing industry is on steady growth in Uganda. Fruits processed in Uganda such as bananas, potatoes, Irish potatoes, mangoes, pineapple are susceptible to enzymatic browning. Enzymatic browning is regarded as the second largest cause of food deterioration after induced microbial contamination [58]. Browning leads to loss of flavor, odor, and nutritional value for the fruits [59]. Some of the methods employed include heat treatment (blanching), conservation using a modified atmosphere and dipping in anti-browning agents [58, 59]. Whereas blanching is the most common and effective method, it alters the flavor and nutrient value for the food product. Therefore, the use of organic anti-browning agents could significantly improve the food industry. Avocado stones have high polyphenol content with antioxidant and antimicrobial power [30, 60-62]. Anti-oxidants are very useful in food preservation to increase shelf life and prevent enzymatic browning.

E. Avocado for production of bacterial culture medium

Culture media is used for the growth and identification of microorganisms. Culture media serves as a source of carbon, nitrogen, energy, Sulphur, phosphorus, and minerals for the growth of microorganisms [63]. Commercially available culture media are expensive and sometimes unavailable especially in developing economies [63, 64]. These high costs for bacterial culture media have triggered extensive research in the development of alternative culture media using locally available and affordable raw material [65]. Therefore, the use of bio-products as culture media is gaining special attention [64]. Plant material and their derivatives contain numerous nutrients like sugars, amino acids, vitamins and minerals relevant for microbial growth and fermentation [66]. The high starch content for the waste avocado seed better places the avocado fruit as a potential substrate for bacterial culture media production as opposed to potatoes, cereals, and cassava that double as food material.

III. OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF AVOCADO BIOPROCESSING IN UGANDA

Avocado bioprocessing in Uganda could be at such a critical point for its development given the following reasons:

A. Inclusion of Bioprocess Engineering in Makerere University curriculum

Whereas bioprocessing is not well developed in Uganda, there is hope after the introduction of bioprocessing engineering in the Makerere University curriculum [67]. The program saw its pioneer students in the August 2019 intake. The bioprocess engineering program will prepare students to engage in the emerging bioprocessing and biofuels industry to develop energy and related chemical products from renewable and biodegradable resources. This will be achieved through hands-on practical and internship opportunities during study at the university. Therefore, the program will pave the way for the development of the bioprocessing workforce in Uganda. The fruit processing industry is on steady growth in Uganda.

B. Uganda Vision 2040

Uganda Vision 2040 envisages leap-frogging Uganda from a predominant low-income to a competitive middle-income economy. Development of agriculture is one of the strategies emphasized to bring the blueprint to light. The vision focuses on agricultural value-addition as a strategy for increasing the market value for the different agro-products [68]. This explains the commitment of the Government of Uganda to support agriculture and the subsidiary sectors. Also, the adoption of bioprocessing will contribute to the development of high-value products from avocado to support various industries which eventually creates employment for the population.

C. Increased awareness of environmental conservation

The increasing effect of global warming has caused great alarm. Uganda just like sister countries has joined the force in reducing the after-effect of climate change. The use of biological processes that are eco-friendly, and require organic substrates that are easily replenished has been widely promoted. The use of bioplastics developed using starch from avocado, biofertilizer generated as slurry from biogas production, bioenergy can significantly contribute to environmental sustainability in Uganda. They will reduce the dependence of wood, which is currently the most widely used energy source in the rural areas in Uganda [69, 70], the use of synthetic fertilizers that have long-lasting effects on
the environment.

IV. LIMITATIONS OF AVOCADO BIOPROCESSING IN UGANDA

Avocado bioprocessing in Uganda remains insignificant even with well-documented health and nutrition benefits. The major hindrances to the development include:

A. Limited awareness among farmers and producers

The majority of the farmers and avocado dealers have no idea what potential is possessed in the avocado fruit. Avocado bioprocessing is not an avenue that has been well surveyed to understand its potential contribution to Uganda’s economy. The excess and relatively less palatable avocado are often wasted due to limited information on how well they can be utilized for oil extraction and energy production among others.

B. Inadequate trained personnel

Bioprocessing is such a critical process dependent on environmental conditions such as substrate concentration, enzymes, pH, and temperature [71-73]. It is therefore important that the person undertaking a bioprocess be trained enough to manage the different conditions at optimal levels [71]. Uganda at the glance does not have enough trained personnel for bioprocessing. Sister professions such as chemical engineering, food technology, biotechnology offered at Makerere University and Kyambogo University have passed out several graduates. However, these have sought opportunities in other branches of science as opposed to bioprocessing.

C. Limited financial capacity for farmers

Production of high-value products requires high-tech machines that are mainly imported from developed countries. These carry high transport costs thereby becoming expensive for the small-scale farmer. Financial institutions also offer loans at very high-interest rates under stringent conditions. Therefore, many processors are unable to access a financial boost for their production. Several financial institutions in Uganda have subsidized the lending rate on agricultural loans, but farmer adoption is still low. This may be attributed to the lack of collateral security for the loans [74]. Just like for other agricultural produce, limited agricultural financing is responsible for the slow expansion of avocado bioprocessing.

D. Limited research on bioprocessing

There is no research published on the potential of avocado bioprocessing in Uganda, an indication for limited research. Avocado bioprocessing like other related technologies requires extensive research if complex systems are to be remodeled to appropriate technologies (AT) usable in developing countries like Uganda. Appropriate technologies must fit small-scale production, easy to use and repair, and are relatively less expensive [75]. This relates to the low adoption of the technology thus withholding the enormous benefits of avocado bioprocessing.

E. Lack of guiding policies

Uganda currently has no policy to harmonize the biotechnology industry. Bioprocessing is a discipline that contributes to the benefits of biotechnology. In 2012, the National Biotechnology and Biosafety Bill was drafted and sent to parliament for discussion. The Bill was developed to ensure the safe development and use of modern biotechnology. The Bill was later renamed Genetic Engineering Regulatory Bill 2018 and passed by the Parliament of Uganda. Unfortunately, the Bill was rejected by the President of the Republic of Uganda sighting inconsistencies. The President sought redress from the Parliament before it’s assented into law. Therefore, the country remains with no proper framework against which different bioprocessing and its subsequent products can be assessed for public acceptability.

V. CONCLUSION

This study reviewed the potential of avocado bioprocessing in Uganda. It was found that the avocado seed and peel have an inexhaustive potential for the production of products such as biogas, biodiesel, and bioethanol, pigments, starch, antioxidants, and bacterial culture media. There is however need for increased research, financing, personnel training, and development of guiding policies to propel the avocado bioprocessing industry in Uganda.

The use of bioenergy reduces the level of greenhouse emissions thus contributing to environmental conservation. Biogas can substantially reduce dependence on forest biomass thus reducing health risks associated with firewood. Avocado-based bioethanol and its constituent products such as methylated spirit are critical solvents in production of cosmetics, lotions, varnishes as well as antiseptics and sanitizers, yet widely accepted as opposed to the industrial ethanol. Avocado-based pigments can propel the tourism industry through development of various crafts such as mats, ropes, and leather items. Starch and antioxidants are vital in the development of medicinal and food products.

The use of avocado waste will not only generate high-value products but also help recover its economic value to help the country realize the Uganda Vision 2040 through agriculture. Avocado bioprocessing will contribute to the promotion of industrial development especially the cosmetic, food, pharmaceutical industry.
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